
The water resistant eco floor with the soul of wood

My Ikō Premium Laminate Floor
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Lived values

Editorial
The floor in your home is much more than just a  
covering. It’s where your children learn to crawl before  
they take their first steps. Lego towers are built there and  
pictures are painted, guests come in and out, not to  
mention pets. There is no doubt about it: the floor plays a 
major role in creating a really great atmosphere for your 
home. And by the way, it just happens to be the largest 
piece of furniture in the room in terms of its surface area.

At ter Hürne, we know all about the importance of your 
floor, because our love of wood and its positive, natural 
properties have formed the basis of our company for more 
than 60 years. We have made a name for ourselves in the 
industry as one of the leading manufacturers of engineered 
hardwood flooring in Europe. Today, we apply all of our  
expertise to produce innovative floors that are ideally  
suited to life with all its different requirements, while in  
addition protecting the environment. 
 
Healthy living is our key promise to you. Our portfolio in 
the real wood segment and our natural-looking collections 
in the wood and design floor segments all have something 
in common. We do not make compromises in manufacturing: 
not in the design, the feel, the quality or the function – and 
certainly not when it comes to healthy living. Throughout the 
entire process, from the initial concept to product develop-
ment and manufacturing, all ingredients are designed to have 
a positive impact on the health and well-being of occupants. 
With us, living is naturally healthy – and simply beautiful. And 
that’s something you can rely on– no ifs or buts.



Welcome to the fascinating world of Ikō,  
the water resistant floor with the soul of wood.

As an experienced manufacturer of parquet floors with over 
sixty years' experience in the industry, we at ter Hürne have 
made use of our in depth,  insider knowledge of real wood to 
create a laminate floor which sets entirely new standards.

Ikō does away with old prejudices and powerfully  
demonstrates the advantages of laminate with regards  
to sustainability, healthy living, design and quality. Ikō  
delivers an impressive performance in all rooms, even  
including the bathroom, thanks to its water resistance.  
The design variety of Ikō ranges from the classic  
herringbone pattern to extravagant planks. We offer  
numerous versions that meet every design requirement.

Simply Premium - for your personal, healthy living  
environment! You can see the dimensions here:

Healthy Living 
Natural & plastic-free,  

antibacterial,  
allergy-friendly, hygienic, 

easy to maintain

Design 
Special formats,  

natural & diverse designs, 
matt surfaces, 
no yellowing

Smart 
Smart click connection, 24 

hour water-resistance, robust 
& durable, suitable for under-
floor heating, easy to clean

Quality &  
Sustainability 
Made in Germany,  
25 year warranty,  

CO2 positive

Oak French Bistro* | Plank

It's not just the individual plank  
that has to withstand water, but  
the entire floor assembly. That is 
why we have developed a water- 
resistant profile: Liquid cannot  
penetrate between the planks.

Fact check

P R E M I U M  L A M I N A T E 

Natural. 
Sustainable.
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In modern apartments and houses open plan spaces  
are becoming ever more popular, the transitions between  
different living areas are fluid. This requires floor coverings 
that are not just visually appealing but also which can cope 
with the demands of everyday use. Especially in kitchens 
and bathrooms, water resistance plays a decisive role.  
Ikō is the floor that is suitable for all rooms.

24 hour water resistance
Our product management team developed Smart Connect 
Pro Aqua during an extensive process. This innovative click 
system ensures that our Ikō floor is optimally locked at the 
usual weak points, the profile connections, and is more 
resistant to water ingress. In addition the baseboard is 
particularly resistant to swelling, thanks to the  
specially developed composition of its ingredients.  
The result is impressive water resistan-
ce for up to 24 hours (except  
for the Herringbone Edition).

Our proof: The NALFA Test
How can we prove the water resistan-
ce of our floor? This is where the NALFA 
test comes into it. This standardised test procedure of the 
North American Laminate Flooring Association (NALFA) 
measures the performance of an installed laminate floor 
when exposed to standing water for 24 hours. Four diffe-
rent places on the laminate floor are measured before and 
after and visual and haptic changes to the board edges are 
evaluated. Our Ikō Premium laminate floor passed this test 
with flying colours and thus has proved it has a signifi-
cantly higher water resistance than conventional laminate 
flooring.

W A T E R  R E S I S T A N T

A floor for  
every situation
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Ikō is an ecologically responsible floor covering with a soul 
of wood, combining elegance and environmental consci-
ousness in harmony. We at ter Hürne are convinced:  
Its properties make it a floor covering for the future.

4 green reasons for Ikō
From sustainable sources
Ikō laminate floor captivates not just with is aesthetic  
appeal but equally with its environmental awareness. 
Manufactured using almost entirely natural materials, we 
systematically avoid harmful ingredients.  Moreover our  
manufacture is based on wood from sustainable forestry  
and about 80 per cent comes from local forests - a clear 
commitment to regional responsibility.

Durable and designed for the circular economy
In the interests of the circular economy, we are increasingly 
using waste wood in the production of boards. We do not 
waste any parts of the tree, but even use what would  
normally remain unused. Even the glue that we use is  
largely derived from the resins present in the wood.

Our laminate flooring is climate-positive. 
This means that the floor stores more CO2 than we  
use in its production. Thus we are making a joint  
contribution to our world.

Good for the environment, good for you
Our Ikõ Premium laminate flooring fulfils the highest  
ecological standards as well as the requirements for a 
healthy room climate. Our floors outperform the legal 
requirements for emission free living. So you don't just live 
stylishly but you can also feel good. You can find out more 
about this on the next page.

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

Ikō. Beauty with  
a conscience.

Our PEFC and FSC certification  
guarantees that we don't just promise 
sustainability, but implement it in  
every aspect of our product.
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G O O D  F O R  Y O U

Healthy living  
with Ikō
In a world in which we spend up to 90 per cent of our life in 
closed rooms, the air quality  becomes a decisive factor for 
our health and well being. The floor covering, which com-
prises a large part of our living space plays a central role for 
the room climate and is becoming increasingly important. 
Because modern building insulation reduces the exchange 
of inside and outside air: Harmful substances from carpets, 
furniture and conventional flooring thus remain in the room 
atmosphere longer. 

Not with Ikõ: The floor consists almost entirely of wood,  
is free of plastic and harmful components such as  
plasticisers and chlorine - and thus guarantees that you 
can feel completely at ease in your home.

Did you know? 
Ikō is your perfect everyday helper
It was developed to make life easier and more pleasant. 
The special surface structure ensures that allergy causing 
substances like pollen and dust mite do not stick - an 
especially valuable feature for allergy sufferers. What is 
more, the special surface coating reduces the growth of 
bacteria. No need to worry about spilled liquids, pets or 
dirty shoes. Your floor is not only clean, but also hygienic 

plastic  
free

allergy 
friendly

free of harmful 
substances

anti- 
bacterial

consists  
of > 95% 

wood

hygienic and 
easy to clean

ID 0309 – 11806 – 003

*Information sur le niveau d’émission  
de substances volatiles dans l’air  
intérieur, présentant un risque de  
toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle  
de classe allant de A+ (très faibles 
émissions) à C (fortes émissions).
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 Ikō is all about the naturalness and authenticity of wood.  
Our decor designs reflect not just the type of wood but also 
its fine grain and structure in accurate detail. So how are  
these deceptively real designs created?

The basis for the Ikō decors is real wood – 
the most beautiful of all

The secret lies in our meticulous processes. The Ikõ collec-
tions contain decor developments which are anything else 
but standardised. Designers travel throughout the world to 
select the most beautiful, real wood samples. These then 
form the sound foundation of our decors. Subsequently, the 
wood is processed, for example by adding a plane-marked 
surface. We then check the effect of the  individual sample 
planks when laid together in a room - and only select the best 
designs. Only then does the production of the actual decor 
design begin. The look of the floor is influenced by a variety of 
factors, including graining, pores, gloss level and bevel. These 
are designed by us to match the decor and the format.

On this basis, the Ikō design team has developed four  
Collections with a total of 36 decors, that don't just  
look good but perform well in everyday life.

Our goal is: To get as close as possible  
to our role model - nature!

"Large formats, also in herringbone designs,  
are trending. Minimalism and serene decors  
create a sophisticated, elegant backdrop,  
against which the other interior design  
elements come into their own."

D E S I G N 

Scandinavian clean  
to Italian elegant

Find more on  
the topic of  
design here:

Julia Haveresch
Product Manager at ter Hürne
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S M A R T  P R O P E R T I E S

Technologically  
superior
Our Ikō has been intelligently designed and offers you a 
multitude of clever properties, which will lift your living 
space to a new level. From the construction of the product 
and the materials selected to the innovative connection 
technology and surfaces: at ter Hürne we attach the  
highest importance to precision and attention to detail,  
in order to produce a product which matches your require-
ments for a high quality and aesthetic floor covering.

Smart click connection
With the new click connection Smart Connect Pro Aqua
Ikō laminate floors can be installed more easily than ever. 
The innovative click profile ensures a stable, glue-free, 
tight connection of the boards and makes the floor  
especially resistant to water ingress.

Robust and long-lived
Ikō is extremely robust. It may even be installed in  
classrooms. Scratches and dents thus have no chance  
in your daily life. We are so convinced about the quality 
that we have increased the warranty for living areas  
from 20 to 25 years.

Underfloor heating 
Ikō is well suited for use on underfloor heating systems 
and ensures that in the cold months your feet are always 
warm. But not only that: Our laminate is particularly energy 
efficient.  Within no time the heat penetrates into the room. 
Good for you, good for the environment.

Easy to clean & dirt repellent 
Your floor is exposed to all kinds of everyday challenges. 
With Iko, the grain and pores are rounded, so that dirt does 
not have a chance to  stick. Cleaning your Ikō laminate  
flooring is therefore extremely straightforward, and you  
will enjoy its appearance for a long time.
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P R O D U C T  I N T E L L I G E N C E

Made smart

Long planks Wide planks Herringbone
2003 x 245 x 10 mm 1285 x 280 x 8 mm 630 x 126 x 10 mm

F O R M A T S  A N D  D E S I G N S

The right dimension for  
your sense of spaciousness

*

**

Not applicable for Herringbone Edition

Suitable for hot water and electric underfloor heating systems. 
For electric surface heating systems with gentle warm-up technology and temperature control unit.  
If heating systems are fitted with re-cooling, they must be equipped with automatic dew point control.

WATER
RESISTANT

24 h ***

Planks

1285 x 192 x 8 mm
1288 x 195 x 8 mm
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Our special surface structure is  
antibacterial, allergy-friendly,  

hygienic and easy to clean.

Did you Know?

1 Top layer protective coating 
Surface sealing wear  
layer made of a resin  
bond corundum coating

2  Design layer 
Printed design layer made of 
cellulose with resin impregnation

3 Baseboard 
Swell-protected baseboard 
made of high-density wood fibre

4  Backing Layer 
Stabilising layer made of wood pulp

To ensure that the specified technical characteristics of our Iko flooring are guaranteed, the recommended underlay materials must 
be used. You can find more information on this in the installation instructions

Classic, Trend and Grand Edition: min. CS > 60 kPa and CC > 20 kPa. Herringbone Edition: min. 150 kPa (CS) and 20 kPa (CC).
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P L A N K S

Classic Edition AC4 Oak Scotch Saloon*
1101021835 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Ice Factory*
1101021836 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Art Gallery*
1101021839 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Scotch Saloon* | plank

Oak Burger Grill*
1101021834 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 



Oak Irish Pub*
1101021842 | 1288 x 195 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Sushi Bar*

Oak Vintage Boutique*
1101021841 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 

1101021820 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Rock Cafe*
1101021837 | 1288 x 195 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Jazz Club*
1101021821 | 1288 x 195 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Opera House*
1101021832 | 1288 x 195 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Yoga Studio*
1101021833 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak French Bistro*
1101021838 | 1288 x 195 x 8 mm | plank 

Oak Texas Diner*
1101021840 | 1288 x 195 x 8 mm | plank 



W I D E  P L A N K S

Trend Edition Oak Hygge*
1101021825 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

Oak Industrial*
1101021823 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

Oak Art Deco* | wide plank

Oak Art Deco*
1101021826 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

Oak Boho*
1101021822 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

AC5



Alder Feng Shui*
1101021827 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

Oak Japandi*

Oak Pure*
1101021843 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

Oak Urban*
1101021824 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

1101021847 | 1285 x 280 x 8 mm | wide plank 

Oak Pure* | wide plank



Oak Candy Shop*
1101021829 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

Oak Music Store*
1101021846 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

Oak Rooftop Bar*
1101021845 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

Oak Beach Club*
1101021831 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

L O N G  P L A N K S

Grand Edition AC5

Oak Beach Club* | long plank



Oak Sky Lounge*
1101021830 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

Oak Tea Room*
1101021828 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

Chestnut Wine Bodega*
1101021844 | 2003 x 245 x 10 mm | long plank 

Oak Sky Lounge* | long plank



Oak Chalet*
1101021853 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

Oak Cottage*
1101021855 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

Oak Estate*
1101021852 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

Oak Atelier*
1101021850 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

H E R R I N G B O N E

Herringbone Edition
Oak Chalet* | herringbone

AC5



Oak Lodge*

Oak Maisonette*
1101021848 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

Oak Patio*
1101021854 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

1101021849 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

Oak Suite*
1101021851 | 630 x 126 x 10 mm | herringbone 

Oak Patio* | herringbone



Insert your own room  
photo, take out the old  
floor and experience the  
new floor in your own room!

Bernd Kernebeck
QA Technician at ter Hürne

O R I G I N A L  A C C E S S O R I E S

The big Plus
M Y  V I R T U A L  F L O O R

My Room Studio
With our virtual Room Studio you can view all of our floors in your own home. Here and now.  
Just use your smartphone. As soon as you are in the Room Studio you have two options:

1 You can either take a picture of your room 
with your smartphone and select your 
preferred floor, which you lay virtually.

2 Or you can select room images from  
our gallery and virtually lay your  
preferred floor there.

With our virtual Room Studio you can look at all of our floors in the comfort of your own home  
either on your laptop, tablet or desktop computer. Due to the size of the display, this is sometimes  
the better alternative. Just click on the “Room Studio“ button on the right-hand side of the screen.

There are so many good reasons to choose a floor from  
ter Hürne. One of them is that our quality management  
also perfectly matches the accessories to our collections  
in our own test laboratory.  

“Our experience clearly shows that compromises in  
accessories are expensive in the long run. Maximum  
quality and longevity in flooring are always demonstrated 
in the interaction with the complete system: how does a 
certain adhesive interact with the floor undertemperature 
fluctuations? Which underlay material causes material to 
become fatigued more quickly? We ask ourselves questions 
like these and others every day in the laboratory and therefore 
know that choosing a system of proven quality is also the 
best way to save in the long run.”  

4 good reasons why you too should  
rely on ter Hürne system solutions:
 · Smart: You get a consistent system for every floor  

concept, which ensures easy and quick installation.
 · Quality: The smart ter Hürne system is a guarantee for 

a floor with maximum quality and longevity. Because all 
components are perfectly coordinated with each other.

 · Healthy living: We only use materials for a healthy home 
environment and, of course, this also applies to the  
accessories.  

 · Visual appearance: All ter Hürne floors perfectly match 
our skirting and step systems. This gives you a successful 
floor concept in terms of appearance.  

By the way: it is particularly important for water  
resistance to use the right underlay material.  
ter Hürne also offers a suitable solution here!
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Original Zubehör
für originale Qualität

Original accessories
for original quality
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ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn 
Germany
Phone: +49 2862 701-313
www.terhuerne.com


